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Body Wisdom &
Earth Wisdom
E-zine

BODY WISDOM

Wombyn’s Mysteries
The womb is the seat of creation. All life comes forth from the womb, and as women we hold the power
of creation and the power of the universe within us. When we give birth, we open physiologically more
than it would seem physically possible. We open psychically as well, aligning with what is right for the
body, and aligning with intuition.
Our bodies are the vessels and portals by which future generations enter the physical realm. If we don’t
give birth in this lifetime, we have this capability in our DNA.
We are creators. As women, when we flow with the creativity, ideas, and projects that are coming through
us, we are the most powerful.
Our menstrual cycles sync with other wombyns’ cycles and with the lunar cycle. During menstruation, we
have enhanced psychic abilities and more sensitive intuition. We are powerful beings. Men are powerful in
men’s ways, and we can learn to support them in community. First, we must understand our own power.
The female body is beautiful and sacred. When we enjoy our six senses, we can truly inhabit our bodies.
We can do this by working with our favorite essential oils and plants (smell); creating beauty and enjoying
flowers (sight); creating delicious meals (taste); listening to music that makes our booties shake (sound);
having amazing sex where we enjoy every stroke (touch); and listening to the intuitive guidance of our
dreamtime and our bodies.
Our orgasms can be multiple and are not necessarily tied to procreation. The female orgasm is sacred
connection with the divine within the partner or the divine within yourself. It is known for its healing
properties and helps with longevity.
In the Rise & Shine program, you will heal and connect with your womb space. You will learn to harness
the creative energy that resides in this energy center. You will remove the energies of past partners that are
still living there years later. You will embrace the sacredness of your moon time and learn ancient, forgotten
feminine care techniques. Your feminine energy will be bursting out of you as you unleash your power and
give other women permission to unleash their feminine power as well.

BODY WISDOM

Movement
Embodiment practices give us confidence. The
body creates reality of confidence as we embody
our true natures through movement, and with
practice the mind finally follows.
We practice following our breath, and soon the
mind follows with calm and clarity. We practice
dancing with an open heart and soon we find
ourself in amazing relationships and friendships that
seem divinely guided. We practice sending love
vibrations to our wombs and soon the womb heals
from past trauma.
What does “feminine” mean to you? Create a
Pinterest board with all of your images of what
“feminine” is. Does your movement make you feel
feminine? Do you feel sexy and powerful when you
walk, when you dance, or when you get dressed in
the morning?
In the Rise & Shine program, you will create a daily
movement ritual that supports your health and
creates JOY and PLAY that permeates through your
life. Play is not a leisure activity, it is a nonnegotiable requirement in life!

BODY WISDOM

Medicine
Our bodily health is the very first step to mind/body/soul wellness. When we put emphasis on “being
positive” and being productive, we can only get so far, especially if the body is out of balance.
How are your energy levels? Do you have pain? Blood work from a trusted alternative medicine
practitioner can give you all of the information you need to make nutritional changes or get
supplements that support optimal health for your unique body.
Journal about how you generally feel in your body: What is working for you? What is not working for
you? Do you need more movement medicine? Do you need more womb medicine? More heart
medicine? When we take the time to sit and listen to the information our bodies have for us, we
can gain so much information.
Appreciating and respecting our natural impulses rather than addictive or conditioned responses that
we have been taught can help us access that connection to spirit, to nature, and to the universe.
You can explore plant medicine like herbs, superfoods, fruits, and veggies that have properties for
healing. How do they make your tastebuds feel? How do you feel after eating them? The plant people
are here to help us. They love us and have many messages for us. Are you willing to sit with them and
listen? You can start out by choosing three plant allies to go “narrow and deep” with. Create lasting
relationships with them like you would with your closest human friends.

EARTH WISDOM

Cycles
The circle is a sacred shape because all of life is made up of hoops and circles and cycles. An
atom is a sphere with protons and electrons that rotate around it in a circular motion; The planets,
sun, and moon are spheres; The earth spins on its axis in a circle and moves in a circular motion
around the sun; The moon moves around the earth in a circular motion; The seasons are circular;
The life death life cycle is circular; A woman’s moon cycle is circular.
When we move through life recognizing the importance of the cycles around us, we are able to
live on the earth in a natural way. We recognize the cycles around us instead of resisting them and
we feel connected to nature and to life itself, rather than feeling vulnerable to abrupt changes.
For example, in cold winter months we naturally have less metabolic energy because they days
are shorter. Notice that many animals hibernate during this time. If we notice the patterns, prepare
ourselves for winter with easy-to-digest foods, slower pace of life, and we are generally easier on
ourselves, we might find we get sick less during the winter…or that we enjoy winter more.
How do you recognize the cycles of the earth? What do you notice about how animals and plants
work with the cycles of the earth? You might consider the seasons (solar cycles), your menstrual
moon cycle, the cycles of the moon (waxing, waning, full, new moons).
In the Rise & Shine program, we will identify the cycles of our lives and learn to live from our
sacred inner rhythm which syncs with the rhythms of the earth, sun, and moon.

EARTH WISDOM

Elements
The four-element framework is poetic and mythical in origin throughout many different cultures throughout the world. The
Chinese Taoists, Native American, African, Celtic, Aboriginal and other Indigenous cultures speak of the four directions, the
four seasons, and the elements.
The elements are our oldest ancestors. Before there was anything else, there was earth, air, fire, and water. They bring us
essence energies and gifts. We can cultivate a relationship with the elements and recognize their gifts when we work with
them. They can help us create balance, they can help us see where there is an excess of energy. They have qualities that
we may want to incorporate into our lives.
The four elements are a village inside of us that help us stay stable, grounded, and balanced. As we learn to invite all of the
elements and their gifts into our lives, they will work together to our benefit. If we separate or ignore one of these
intelligences, we dishonor and disable it.
When all of these elements within the being are balanced, the fifth element, your truest essence (ether) flourishes.
What words come to mind when you think about earth? Air? Fire? Water?
Gifts and qualities of the four elements:
Fire=Transformation, warmth, connection to all life, ancestors, gathering, courage.
Water=Flow. Getting through hard times. The gift is the ability to adapt and change without sacrificing your true self (think of
how water rolls down a river with ease)
Earth=Stability (think of stones). Grounding (think of walking upon the earth with bare feet). Inspiration, innovation, vision.
Air or breath=Reminder that each moment you can let go of what doesn’t serve you and you’re never stuck.

EARTH WISDOM

The Land
A shamanic lifestyle is based on the land: A shaman is one who knows. One who knows the plants, the animals, the
land, the other realms, and one who is able to be an intermediary between the land and the people.
To be clear, most Shamans are people who have a lineage and a bloodline. Although an average person in modern
society doesn’t have a lineage, we can still work with shamanic skills, stand for the land, stand for healing
practices, living in a natural way. If we really want to be stewards of the land, wisdom keepers, and light bringers in
this world, the best way is to put down roots.
Learn about the place where you live and develop a sense of place: How did the ancient peoples live? Who are the
four-leggeds who live there? Who are the winged ones who live there? What are their patterns and what can they
tell you about the environment? What messages do they have that relate to the community? That relate to your role
in your community? Who are the plant people and those in the standing nation (the trees) who are native to your
area? What are they saying? What are they asking of you?
One way to attune ourselves to our instincts and our body’s knowing, also known as intuition, is to work with
animals, to appreciate how conscious and how much knowing animals have, because we are also animals.
Animals know when there is going to be a flood, earthquake, or tsunami. The salmon somehow knows to swim
upstream to the place where it was born. Birds somehow know exactly where to migrate. Turtles return to the beach
they were born to lay eggs. It is amazing to see how they are attuned to the hidden forces of nature and the
universe.
By working with the animals and the creatures of the land, we can develop a relationship to the innate knowing that
we already have, similar to the animals. However, our knowing needs a bit of dusting off, because it has been
hidden by our societal conditioning.
In the Rise & Shine program, you will learn how to read the land, the plants, animals, and you will decipher the
messages available to you. You will become a wisdom keeper of the land and take responsibility in your
community.

RITES OF WISDOM

Our Responsibility
Each soul arrives in this earth realm with a mission to complete. We choose our parents, our families, our circumstances,
our struggles and challenges, and our gifts and talents. When we arrive here, sometimes we get sidetracked and we
forget why we came. Society does a good job of helping us forget why we came.
But there is a sacred map that helps us find our way and remember the wisdom of our ancestors that has been passed
down through generations in our DNA. Everything we need is within.
Our greatest pain is also our medicine. I invite you to consider what your greatest pain has been in your life. Or perhaps
your greatest pains are related in some way with a pattern. What did you learn from your greatest pain? This is your
medicine.
The responsibility of wisdom keepers and light bringers is to be in right relationship with all beings and be on the earth in
a good way with reciprocity to our sources of abundance. The responsibility is also to live to our soul’s potential and to
bring our medicine to our communities with open hands and to show up fully: No hiding.
Through the practices we create in the Rise & Shine program, we train ourselves to believe our intuition and what we feel
in our bodies. We believe what we hear, the signs that we perceive through our dreams, our senses, and the other
realms.
Many women keep their intuitive gifts of connecting with earth wisdom and body wisdom underground because they are
considered “weird” in our society. Our work is to stop behaving in conditioned ways and act from within, guided by our
soul’s and body’s intuitive messages. In doing so, we give other people permission to do the same and raise the planet’s
consciousness.
Will you accept this responsibility and stand as a wisdom-keeper and light bringer in your community? When you say
yes, you’ll join your sisters in sacred community and powerfully step into your role as a wisdom keeper and feminine light
bringer.

